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Abstract

We repeatedly elicit beliefs about the returns to study effort, in a large university
course. A behavioral model of quasi-hyperbolic discounting and malleable beliefs pre-
dicts that the dynamics of beliefs mirrors the importance of exerting self-control, such
that believed returns increase as the exam approaches, and drop post-exam. Exploit-
ing variation in exam timing to control for common information shocks, we find this
prediction confirmed: average believed study returns increase by about 20% over the
period before the exam, and drop by about the same amount afterwards. Additional
analyses further support the hypothesized mechanism that beliefs serve as a means of
self-control.
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1 Introduction

People exhibit systematically biased beliefs in a variety of domains.1 To a classical deci-
sion maker, these biases are often costly, and neutral at best. Economists therefore assess
evidence of belief biases mostly from a “mistakes” perspective. But biased beliefs can also
serve to overcome a self-control problem (see, e.g., Bénabou and Tirole, 2002; Brunnermeier,
Papakonstantinou, and Parker, 2017), and they may thereby improve material outcomes for
a behaviorally biased decision maker. In this paper, we provide field evidence that beliefs
indeed systematically respond to this instrumental motive, i.e., that beliefs serve as a means
of self-control.2

We investigate the dynamics of students’ beliefs about the effectiveness of study effort
for exam performance. Studying for an exam has immediate costs and delayed rewards,
which are the typical features of a self-control problem that arises due to present bias. To
examine whether beliefs may be used to overcome this self-control problem, we exploit a
time pattern: the returns to studying for an exam increase as the exam comes closer in time,
implying that the importance of the self-control problem grows, too. Under instrumental
belief distortion, the students’ return beliefs should therefore be upward-biased most when
the exam is imminent.

To guide our empirical design and analysis, we first formalize this intuition with a simple
behavioral model of (β, δ)-discounting and malleable beliefs. The model indeed yields the
prediction that the decision maker’s subjectively expected return to effort is most upward-
biased in the final study period before the exam, when self-control is most valuable, and
sharply drops in hindsight, when the exam is over and the instrumental motive is gone.

We then design a dynamic student survey to test the model’s predictions on a sample
of students in a large university course (first-year Bachelor’s microeconomics). Our main
variable of interest is a student’s belief about an unknown entity: the difference between
(i) her performance (measured in point-score percentage) if she were to study for 40 hours
during the last two weeks before the exam, and (ii) her performance if she were to study for
20 hours. Both subjective expectations are elicited at multiple points in time, keeping the
target—the return to studying in the last two weeks prior to the exam—constant.

1There is a large literature in both psychology and economics demonstrating overconfidence and other
belief biases, see the survey by DellaVigna (2009). For a quick introduction to the psychology literature on
unrealistic optimism see Shepperd, Waters, Weinstein, and Klein (2015).

2We can make a qualified claim that we provide the “first” such evidence – but wish to point the reader’s
attention to the related field experiment by Ma (2020), whose empirical strategy we describe in our literature
review below. The two data collections were developed independently of each other and show almost complete
overlap in the timing of their conduct and the writing of the relevant first paper drafts, as evidenced by our
working paper (König et al., 2018) and his dissertation (Ma, 2018).
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Notice that if information shocks about this target were i.i.d. across students, then their
average belief, if formed rationally, should not change over time (the martingale property).
In this case, any theory predicting non-trivial belief dynamics could easily be tested against
the null hypothesis of rational expectations. However, the students’ information shocks are
correlated due to their common experiences in lectures, class tutorials, and other common
observations that inform them about the returns to studying. We therefore rely on a partic-
ular feature of the university’s exam organization: we compare beliefs between two groups
of students that take the course’s final exam at different points in time. The two groups
are indistinguishable from the instructors’ perspective, they share the same lectures and
class tutorials, and have access to the same information throughout the course. But the two
groups vary in the importance of self-control because one group’s exam comes several weeks
earlier. Indeed, various demographic variables or even beliefs elicited in the initial survey do
not allow to predict group membership, supporting the use of one group as control group
for the other.

We find that, for each of the two groups, average beliefs follow the model’s predicted
pattern over time, relative to their respective exam: return beliefs increase towards the final
study period before one’s own exam and sharply drop post-exam. No such reaction occurs
around the time that the other group has their exam. Quantitatively, believed returns show
an average increase of around 20% in the period before the exam, which largely disappears
post-exam and is unaffected by various control variables. When we combine both groups
into a single pool, we find that initial and final average return beliefs coincide, suggesting
unbiased baseline priors in combination with a build-up of beliefs in the effectiveness of
studying during the exam preparation.

Additional analyses further support the hypothesized mechanism. First, we find evidence
for the assumption that students experience a self-control problem, in the sense that they
systematically overpredict their future study effort. In light of the model, this provides a
possible motive for biased beliefs about study returns. Second, additional data relating
to another course taken by a subset of our sample (introductory mathematics) delivers
qualitatively similar results. These data also show that the students’ tendencies to report
beliefs that change in the predicted manner are correlated between the two courses. Third,
other correlations are also in line with the model: students with a greater upward bias before
the exam show a larger drop in their return beliefs right after the exam, and these belief
movements are positively correlated with the extent of overpredicting one’s own effort.

Related Literature Our point of departure is the general idea that belief distortions
may be instrumental in overcoming a self-control problem. In influential work, Bénabou
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and Tirole (2002) make this point by combining (β, δ)-discounting (e.g., Laibson, 1997,
or O’Donoghue and Rabin, 1999) with imperfect self-knowledge, where belief distortions
concern intrinsic personal characteristics (ability or preferences) and arise from sophisticated
self-persuasion of the kind that bad news may be optimally forgotten.3 By contrast, we study
belief distortions about the largely extrinsic return to effort and propose a reduced-form
model of belief manipulation. Importantly, our model also differs in terms of its predictions:
it yields optimal belief distortions also under näıveté about the self-control problem, and it
generates systematic belief distortions that violate Bayesian updating.4

We extend the multiple-selves model with (β, δ)-discounting by an over-arching unbiased
“planner” who can directly (and sub-consciously, for the decision-making “doer”) distort
the return beliefs and thereby achieve self-control. While the model is related to various
dual-systems theories (e.g., Thaler and Shefrin, 1981; Fudenberg and Levine, 2006; Brocas
and Carrillo, 2008), none of them feature malleable beliefs. Moreover, while our model
shares the feature of optimal belief choice with Akerlof and Dickens (1982), Brunnermeier
and Parker (2005) and Bracha and Brown (2012), the motive for belief distortion is different:
instrumental self-control rather than non-instrumental anticipatory pleasure. Indeed, for the
case of dynamic consistency (β = 1), belief distortion is never optimal in our model.

Evidence that self-control problems cause belief bias is hard to come by, and accordingly
scarce. The most closely related work to ours is Ma (2020). He also uses a repeated belief
elicitation in a university course, to test for belief distortions that are due to both a con-
sumption motive (anticipatory utility) and an instrumental motive (self control). The belief
reports are about essay grades and their dynamics support the existence of an instrumental
motive but not the consumption motive. Ma’s findings are well in line with ours but there
are two key differences in approach. First, we focus directly on the instrumental motive –
also in our theoretical model – and accordingly elicit beliefs about what is instrumentally
relevant in the model, namely the returns to study effort. Second, we exploit the fact that
there are two exclusive exam dates in order to use non-exam-writers as a control group. This
allows linking the difference in beliefs to the difference in instrumental motives between the
two groups, controlling for correlated information and other common shocks. Lobeck (2021)
conducts a laboratory experiment that also supports our conclusions: he asks for beliefs
about the effectiveness of effort in a tedious task, and finds that beliefs about the effec-

3Relatedly, Brocas and Carrillo (2000), and Carrillo and Mariotti (2000) show that information avoidance
can be optimal under dynamic inconsistency. Compte and Postlewaite (2004) study a model where confidence
enhances the probability of success on a task that is performed repeatedly and show that a positively biased
perception of one’s chance of success is then optimal, even in the long run.

4Bénabou and Tirole (2002) maintain full sophistication about how memory is manipulated, so Bayesian
updating delivers that the average posterior belief equals the prior.
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tiveness is larger if the participants are told that they have to perfom the task again. The
finding is related to the laboratory experiment of Schwardmann and van der Weele (2019)
who present evidence that people strategically self-deceive when facing incentives to deceive
others. Overall, the evidence from these laboratory settings, with different tasks and other
kinds of self-control problems, are complementary with our evidence from the field (as well
as Ma’s) and supports the hypothesis that people’s beliefs follow instrumental motives to
overcome self-control problems.

From a purely empirical perspective our work is also related to tests of rational expec-
tations in the field, where the researcher does not observe (or control) all information that
agents receive (e.g., Bernheim, 1990; Beńıtez-Silva and Dwyer, 2005). Whereas this litera-
ture essentially relies on the assumption of i.i.d. forecast errors in their tests of the rational
expectations hypothesis, our empirical strategy is able to control also for correlated infor-
mation. Finally, our paper contributes to the literature on policy interventions to overcome
self-control problems. This literature has mostly focused on the provision of external commit-
ment devices, where take-up requires sophistication about one’s self-control problems (e.g.,
Ariely and Wertenbroch, 2002; Ashraf, Karlan, and Wesley, 2002; Kaur, Kremer, and Mul-
lainathan, 2015). Our findings suggest that even seemingly näıve people might achieve some
degree of self-control by distorting how they perceive reality. This has not been considered
in the policy literature so far, to our knowledge.

2 Theoretical Background

We first model the “study problem” of a present-biased student, whom we call Sue, taking
an exam at a fixed date. To formalize the intuition that Sue’s beliefs about the returns to
effort respond to the instrumental benefits of overcoming her self-control problem, we then
introduce a self-regulatory system—Sue’s “planner”—that subconsciously chooses her beliefs
at some mental cost.

Sue’s study problem consists of three periods. In the first two periods, t = 1, 2, Sue
exerts study effort et at cost c(et) = e2

t

2 in preparation for her exam, which takes place at the
end of period 2. She receives her grade

g(e1, e2, R) = R · (e1 + e2) (1)

in period 3, where R is the return to her effort, and she trades off her desire to achieve a
higher grade against the cost of higher study effort.

Importantly, Sue faces uncertainty about R, where we denote by R̂t her expectation as of
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the beginning of period t, and she faces a self-control problem in the form of quasi-hyperbolic
discounting (present bias), with parameters (β, δ) ∈ (0, 1)2. Given belief R̂t in period t, and
assuming risk neutrality, she chooses effort et to maximize utility Ut, given by

U1
(
e1, e2|R̂1

)
= −e2

1
2 − βδ

e2
2
2 + βδ2R̂1 · (e1 + e2) and

U2
(
e1, e2|R̂2

)
= −e2

2
2 + βδR̂2 · (e1 + e2) ,

respectively, for the two periods t = 1, 2.
Her optimal effort in t, as a function of her return belief, is therefore

et

(
R̂t

)
= κtR̂t for κ1 = βδ2, κ2 = βδ.

Sue under-provides effort due to her present bias, β < 1: for given return beliefs R̂t, an
unbiased Sue would want greater effort in both periods. Moreover, Sue exerts greater effort
the closer she finds herself to the exam, since the reward of a better grade weighs more
heavily in the later period (κ2 > κ1).5

This completes the description of Sue as a “doer,” for given return beliefs. We now
turn to the main focus of our model, the determination of beliefs. They are chosen by Sue’s
planner, who has the same preferences except that she has no present bias (β = 1). We think
of the planner as a subconscious self-regulatory system with the sole capacity to distort the
doer’s perception of environmental uncertainty in order to overcome her self-control problem.
Since the planner has to somehow suppress what the doer “knows,” we also assume that belief
distortion has some mental cost, increasing in the intensity of self-delusion (cf. Bracha and
Brown, 2012).6

Concretely, for each t, the planner chooses belief R̂t at cost bt = γ 1
2

(
R̂t − R̂0

)2
, where

γ > 0 is a scaling-parameter and R̂0 > 0 is Sue’s planner’s belief in period t = 0. Under
the simplifying assumption that no information arrives during t = 0, 1, 2, Sue’s planner

5Even with perfect long-run patience (δ = 1), this would obtain upon assuming that g = R · (ϕe1 + e2),
with 0 < ϕ < 1, so that early study effort “depreciates.” For simplicity, we ignore this realistic aspect here.

6While our model presents a reduced form of the underlying psychological mechanism(s), this might for
instance involve selective recall or selective attention (cf. Bénabou and Tirole, 2002), with the doer being
unaware of the strategic selection, however.
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maximizes7

V
(
R̂1, R̂2, R̂3|R̂0

)
= −

e1
(
R̂1
)2

2 − δ
e2
(
R̂2
)2

2 + δ2R̂0 ·
(
e1
(
R̂1
)

+ e2
(
R̂2
))

− γ
1
2
(
R̂1 − R̂0

)2
− δγ

1
2
(
R̂2 − R̂0

)2
− δ2γ

1
2
(
R̂3 − R̂0

)2
. (2)

Correctly predicting the doer’s effort response, the planner trades off instrumental ben-
efits and mental costs of belief distortion. The solution to this problem is (where we let
κ3 ≡ 0):

R̂∗
t = R̂0 ·

(
1 + 1 − β

β
· κ2

t

κ2
t + γ

)
. (3)

Before her exam, Sue will come to believe that the returns are excessively high, and the more
so the closer is the exam (R̂∗

2 > R̂∗
1 > R̂0). After the exam, there is no instrumental value to

costly self-delusion, hence her return beliefs will be undistorted (R̂∗
3 = R̂0).

Indeed, the only reason to distort beliefs here is instrumental: absent present bias, beliefs
would be undistorted also before the exam (for β = 1, R̂∗

t = R̂0). Note also that as the mental
cost to self-delusion becomes arbitrarily small, this self-regulatory mechanism allows Sue to
achieve the long-run optimal level of effort (as γ → 0, R̂∗

t → R̂0/β for t = 1, 2).
In sum, we obtain the following prediction.

Main Prediction (Return Beliefs): Sue’s expectation of the returns to her study effort

(1a) is the higher the closer ahead is her exam, and

(1b) drops sharply after she took her exam.

What matters for this prediction is sophistication of the planner – it is qualitatively
unaffected by näıveté of Sue as the doer. However, näıveté implies, over and above the made
prediction, that Sue mispredicts her future effort, which affords a simple test of whether she
indeed suffers from present bias.8

We would like to emphasize that the goal of our model is to offer but the simplest concrete
formalization of our hypothesized mechanism (as highlighted in the above prediction), before

7Allowing for information arrival would complicate the model but can be incorporated. We abstract
from it here to focus on the proposed behavioral channel, so any belief change is caused by the motive to
overcome the self-control problem. Moreover, together with the fact that Sue’s planner has dynamically
consistent preferences, it also conveniently implies that it is without loss of generality to have her choose
beliefs once-and-for-all at the outset.

8At the beginning of period 2, when she already has belief R̂∗
2, näıve Sue would overpredict her subsequent

effort under any “partial” näıveté in the sense of O’Donoghue and Rabin (1999). Earlier on, in period 1, she
may however over- or underpredict her period-2 effort: while näıveté, as usual, works towards overprediction,
her beliefs will subsequently become upwards-distorted, which works towards underprediction.
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investigating it empirically. While it should be clear that the main prediction is robust, as
it does not depend on parametric case distinctions—e.g., it also obtains with costless belief
distortion together with a lexicographic taste against self-delusion of the planner whenever
indifferent—we consider any additional predictions that depend on parameter constellations
or exact functional specifications as mostly suggestive for empirical exploration.

One such additional prediction seems natural and concerns the relationship between the
extent of belief distortion and the extent of present bias. Sue’s belief R̂∗

t increases in her
present bias (i.e., decreases in β) unless she suffers from overwhelming present bias as the
doer.9 Specifically, this is guaranteed if β > 0.5, a threshold safely below the available
estimates (see Augenblick and Rabin, 2019; Cheung et al., 2021).

3 Data Collection, Hypotheses, and Identification

3.1 Data Collection, Sample and Belief Measures

We collected the data in a repeated online survey of the students taking our first-semester
microeconomics course at Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, in the winter term 2015/16.10 The
survey consisted of six waves, eliciting students’ beliefs about their study effort, grades and
returns to studying at different stages in the semester cycle. We describe here its key features;
further details are provided in Appendix B. Participation in the survey was voluntary and
incentivized with a e 10 completion payment, plus the chance (1:7) of winning an Amazon
voucher worth e 100. After the final wave of the survey, the data were anonymously matched
with data from the university’s examination office.

The timeline of our survey is visualized in Figure 1. An important feature for our design
is that any given student faces one of two different exam dates that were several weeks apart,
namely February 23, 2016 (in exam period 1), and April 15, 2016 (in exam period 2). All
students were required to commit themselves to one of the two dates by January 25, 2016
(exam registration) – a decision that students typically make with the goal of balancing
their schedules of about six final course exams per semester. We started the first wave of
our survey in mid-December 2015, and the final wave was completed in early May 2016. In
our initial wave we had 214 respondents, which is about one half of the students who ended

9The sign of ∂R̂∗
t /∂β, t ∈ {1, 2}, is negative if and only if (0.5 − β)2γ < κ2

t , where κ1 = βδ2 and κ2 = βδ.
To see intuitively why this relation breaks down for small β, take the extreme case of β = 0: belief distortion
then has no instrumental value, because such a myopic doer Sue would exert zero effort anyways.

10One author (Weizsäcker) gave the weekly lectures, two authors (König and Schweighofer-Kodritsch) held
weekly class tutorials, and one author (Bönisch) conducted the survey without being involved in teaching.
There were three further TAs who were not involved in this research in any way.
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Figure 1: Survey Timeline
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Notes: The figure visualizes the timeline of the survey comprising of six waves (W1–W6). Grey bars indicate
the number of participants in each wave. First-exam takers write the exam between W3 and W4, second-
exam takers between W5 and W6.

up writing the exam. Over the total survey period of around 18 weeks, 96 students dropped
out of the survey.

A crucial part of our identification strategy is to have observations from students who
participated in all six waves and who can be unambiguously assigned to one of the two exam
dates. Our sample of interest therefore includes only the “stay-ons” who wrote the exam
on the date they had registered for.11 This leaves us with a total of 84 observations: 60
first-exam takers (group 1) and 24 second-exam takers (group 2). In Appendix A, we show
that this (reduced) sample of 84 students does not significantly differ from other students
who completed the first wave in terms of background characteristics elicited there. Moreover,
the same is true when comparing the two groups of students that form our sample.

From wave 2 onwards, we elicited beliefs about the returns to studying. We asked students
to give us an estimate of the percentage points they expect to achieve in their microeconomics
exam for two hypothetical effort scenarios: (a) if they were to study for the exam for 20 hours
in the 14 days prior to their exam date, and (b) if they were to study for 40 hours in the 14

11Students who failed their exam on the first date could repeat the exam on the second date, and for
students who initially planned to write the exam on the first date but then had to take the second date due
to proven illness, our return questions could be mis-interpreted, which is why we dropped these observations
from our sample. For details, see Appendix B.3.
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days prior to their exam date. In a wave occuring after a student’s exam date, this question
was adjusted to refer to the past; i.e., we asked what percentage of points a student thought
she would have achieved if in the 14 days prior to her exam she had studied 20 hours, and
similarly for the case of 40 hours. The numbers for the hypothetical effort scenarios were
chosen based on the students’ own effort expectations: in wave 1, 20 and 40 hours are the
two tertiles (rounded) of responses to a question about own expected study effort during
the 14 days prior to their exam date.12 Our return belief measure is the difference in the
subjectively expected percentage points achieved in the exam between the two hypothetical
effort scenarios. We denote this belief by ri

τ for student i and wave τ .
Our second variable of interest, in addition to return expectations, is the students’ pre-

diction of their own study effort, which allows to investigate our assumption of a self-control
problem. Specifically, we also asked students how many hours they expected to study for
the exam in the 14 days prior to it (with straightforward adjustment to refer to the past
after the exam), corresponding to e2 in the model. Summarizing our findings, we indeed find
evidence of a self-control problem for students, via näıveté about and hence “overprediction”
of their future study effort. In wave 3, shortly before the exam of group-1 students, these
students on average predict their study effort to be 43.25 hours, while shortly after the exam,
in wave 4, they report to have studied only for 38.69 hours. For group-2 students, we observe
a similar pattern: in wave 5, they report an average prediction of 42.69 hours, whereas in
wave 6 they report an average of 37.35 hours.13 Confirming this pattern of overprediction,
we also find that the students tend to overpredict the total number of course exams they
would write: the average difference between their prediction at the initial wave 1, before any
exams, and their report in the final wave 6, after all exams, is 0.24 for group 1 and 0.30 for
group 2.14 Effort overprediction and exam overprediction exhibit a statistically significant
positive correlation (0.248, p = 0.025).

3.2 Empirical Strategy and Hypotheses

As explained in the introduction, we deal with the possibility of correlated information shocks
by exploiting the timing of the exam. Group-1 students take the exam seven weeks before

12The median response in wave 1 is 30. These aggregate statistics are the only information we received
before the end of the survey and finalization of all grading.

13The average overprediction in our data is 4.78, which is significantly different from zero at the 5-percent
level. When calculating this average, we removed two students’ observations who reported more than 200
hours in the final study period (one per group). This implies that they would study more than 14 hours a
day in each of their last 14 days before the exam, which we find implausible and constitutes extreme outliers
by any standard.

14These are the numbers excluding the two students with “unrealistic” effort reports also here, for com-
parability. (Otherwise the numbers would be 0.25 for group 1 and 0.29 for group 2.)
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group-2 students, whereby, at any given point in calendar time, the two groups are identical
in terms of available information but differ in terms of model time (i.e., distance to exam),
and hence in terms of how important self control is.

Define si
t ≡ ri

t − ri
t−1 as individual i’s belief revision between times t − 1 and t. Rational

expectations imply that this revision has a zero expectation as of t − 1. Moreover, if infor-
mation innovations (belief revisions) are i.i.d. within a sample of n people, then the group
average st = ∑n

i=1 si
t approaches zero with growing n. In our application, however, belief

revisions are likely to have a common component due to common information: si
t = ϵi

t + ηt,
where only the first term is i.i.d., while the second is a common innovation. Under rational
expectations, any such common innovation ηt shifts the sample’s average. However, the dif-
ference between two groups’ averages has this common component removed, hence sG1

t − sG2
t

still approaches zero (sGk
t is group k’s average). Comparing our two groups, we can test

whether expectations are rational against the alternative hypothesis of a systematic pattern
over time, as predicted by our model.

Figure 2: Predicted Return Beliefs over Time

2 3 4 5 6 wave

t = 3

t = 1

t = 2

R̂∗
t Parameters: β = 1

2 , δ = 95
100 (daily), γ = 1

10 , R̂0 = 1

Exam 1 Exam 2

Notes: This graph depicts the model’s prediction of expected returns R̂∗
t over the five waves (2 through 6)

where this belief was elicited, for our two groups (group 1 in blue, and group 2 in red). To derive numerical
predictions that take into account the different distances to the exam (e.g., in wave 2 both groups are at
model time t = 1 but group 1 is much closer to their exam), we extend Section 2’s model to T pre-exam
periods (days), which is straightforward. We then use actual days of the survey (see Figure 1), together with
a discount factor of 0.95 per day.
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Figure 2 illustrates the “literal” prediction of our theoretical model, which abstracts from
information shocks, with calendar time (i.e., waves 2 through 6) on the horizontal axis and
the agent’s return beliefs at different moments in model time on the vertical axis. The figure
illustrates how both groups progressively “build up” their return beliefs as their respective
exam date approaches. Group 1 takes the exam at the first date, between waves 3 and 4,
whereas group 2 takes the exam at the second date, between waves 5 and 6. Hence, they go
through the same dynamic pattern of beliefs, but in a staggered fashion. At wave 3, group
1 is close to their exam, corresponding to t = 2 in the model, whereas group 2’s exam is still
distant, corresponding to model time t = 1. (Note here that group 1 starts relatively high
already in wave 2, carried out right after the end of the exam registration phase, because of
its temporal proximity to wave 3 and hence also group 1’s exam.) At wave 4, group 1 is past
their exam (without having learned their grades yet), corresponding to model time t = 3,
whereas group 2’s exam is still distant, corresponding to another version of model time t = 1
(the figure’s notes explain the parameterization). At wave 5, group 2 is close to their exam,
corresponding to model time t = 2, etc.

Common information may shift both groups’ beliefs, however. In our statistical analysis,
we control for this by basically considering an upcoming exam as a treatment for which we
have a control group. Specifically, we then let each group be the treatment group in waves
where, according to our model, belief manipulation incentives are the strongest: wave 3 for
group 1 and wave 5 for group 2. We take the respective other group as the control group
and predict return beliefs to be higher for treatment than for control. We also predict that
once the exam is written and there is no instrumental motive to distort return beliefs, they
become undistorted. Hence, within each group we predict a drop in average beliefs in the
wave immediately following this group’s exam, relative to the group that did not just write
the exam.15 Our main hypotheses, concerning return beliefs, are summarized below.

Main Hypotheses (Return Beliefs):

(1a) In wave 3, the average return belief of group 1 exceeds that of group 2, and in wave 5,
the average return belief of group 2 exceeds that of group 1.

(1b) Between waves 3 and 4, there is a drop in the average return belief of group 1 relative
to group 2, and between waves 5 and 6, there is a drop in the average return belief of
group 2 relative to group 1.

15More generally, students’ beliefs may be subject to systematic biases in updating that are independent
of the instrumental motive we aim to test for. From this perspective, the control group serves as baseline,
against which we compare updating under exam treatment, which intensifies the self-control problem.
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4 Results

4.1 Main Hypotheses

Graphical Illustration We begin the analysis with a graphical illustration of our key
variable of interest: Figure 3 shows the dynamic pattern of mean return beliefs for our
two groups. The figure covers waves 2 through 6, where the questions about returns were
included in the survey. The blue and red lines represent the means of group-1 and group-2
students, respectively.

Figure 3: Return Beliefs Over Time
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Notes: Figure 3 plots mean return beliefs over waves 2-6 by group, blue for the earlier exam-takers of
group 1 (N = 60), red for the later exam-takers of group 2 (N = 24). Error bars represent the standard
error of the mean.

Even for each group in isolation, we observe that beliefs build up towards the exam,
reaching their single peak at the wave immediately preceding it, and then drop right after-
wards. Figure 3 quite closely resembles the illustration of the model’s literal prediction of
Figure 2, remarkably so in fact for group 2.16 Some more detailed features are not predicted
by the simple model as such. First, in wave 4, group 2’s beliefs are slightly (though insignif-
icantly) below those of group 1, where one may have expected the opposite because group

16Appendix A’s Figure 4 shows box plots of return beliefs by exam group and wave period. While
interquartile ranges are rather similar between groups and quite stable over time, our main hypotheses
are qualitatively confirmed also in terms of the groups’ median return beliefs (though these do not exhibit
an absolute increase over pre-exam waves as observed for mean return beliefs).
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1 has no instrumental motive for distorting beliefs any more, while the motive may be at
work for group 2 already, even a month’s time before their exam. Second, and relatedly,
while group 1’s beliefs do drop right after the exam, they subsequently drop further, and
even more sharply, before ultimately returning to a level similar to that in wave 4.

However, it is notable that both groups’ beliefs reach similar peak levels before their
respective exams, and the two groups’ beliefs basically converge after each exam. The latter
holds true in particular in the final wave 6. Although group 2 then still has not yet learned
their grades, neither group has any instrumental distortion motive at this point (both are
post-exam), and their beliefs largely coincide. In fact, the overall average return belief of
the pooled sample in the final wave 6 is very similar to that in wave 2, when this belief was
first elicited, albeit with a much reduced variance (means of 16.89 vs. 16.63, and variances
of 94.84 vs. 64.28, in wave 2 vs. wave 6, respectively). This initial-final comparison is
consistent with an unbiased prior and rational (Bayesian) updating from i.i.d. information
– but the dynamic (diverging) patterns of the two groups in-between are inconsistent with
it; instead, they are largely in line with the instrumental belief-distortion channel. Summing
up this first graphical investigation, our simple model naturally misses some aspects of the
observed patterns but it matches the key qualitative features of each group’s return beliefs
and supports our main hypotheses regarding the group differences rather well.

Regression Analysis: Hypothesis 1a Table 1 contains regression results that allow
testing whether students whose exam is imminent have higher return beliefs than students
whose exam lies in the more distant future, or in the past (Hypothesis 1a). We carry out
every regression with and without control variables elicited in the initial wave 1.17 Columns
1 and 2 report the corresponding results from regressing wave 3 return beliefs, ri

3, on an
Exam dummy indicating that the student takes the exam between waves 3 and 4 (here,
meaning that she is in group 1). The Exam coefficient is positive, as predicted, but not
significantly so. Running the corresponding regression for the second exam date – here,
using ri

5 as the dependent variable and letting Exam equal one for group-2 students – also
gives the predicted sign without significance (columns 3 and 4). A pooled regression that
combines both data sets and includes a Date 2 dummy (equal to one for group-2 students)
to capture time-fixed effects produces a similar estimate on Exam, but with much smaller
standard errors, such that we obtain statistical significance (columns 5 and 6). These results

17These control variables are gender, semester of study, whether they take the microeconomics course the
first time, their program of study (economics, business, other), age, their expected result (percentage score
on their exam) and their expected effort (study hours during the fourteen days before their exam) as of wave
1.
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Table 1: Return Beliefs

Date 1 Date 2 Pooled
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Exam 2.342 1.772 3.633 3.958 2.987∗∗ 2.988∗∗

(1.753) (1.861) (2.569) (2.680) (1.265) (1.296)

Date 2 -0.113 -0.113
(1.265) (1.296)

Const. 15.708∗∗∗ 6.496 14.950∗∗∗ 6.953 15.247∗∗∗ 6.406
(1.332) (4.392) (1.292) (4.648) (1.235) (4.001)

Controls no yes no yes no yes
Obs. 84 84 84 84 168 168
R2 / Pseudo 0.017 0.142 0.026 0.071 0.027 0.075

S.E. in brackets, for Date 1 and 2 robust (HC1), for pooled OLS clustered at ID level.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

are robust to including various controls, which we list in Footnote 17. The full regression
results can be found in Appendix A’s Table 7.

Regression Analysis: Hypothesis 1b To test for relative drops in return beliefs, we
difference the beliefs between wave dates 3–4 and 5–6, respectively. For each individual
we subtract the return belief in the wave occurring immediately before an exam date from
the return belief in the wave occurring immediately after that exam date. We regress the
resulting difference, ∆i

t := ri
t − ri

t−1 (for t = 4 and t = 6), on an Exam dummy indicating
that the student’s exam immediately preceded wave t (in t = 4 it equals one for group 1,
and in t = 6 it equals one for group 2). We run this regression again for each exam date
separately and also for the pooled sample, in the latter case controlling for time-fixed effects
via a Date 2 dummy, all with and without the aforementioned control variables.

The results are summarized in Table 2, whereas the full results including all controls can
be found in Appendix A’s Table 8. The Exam coefficient is negative throughout, indicating
that students who are “treated” in the sense that they recently wrote the exam (Exam=1)
experience a drop in their return beliefs, relative to “untreated” students. This finding is
again robust to including controls, and it is statistically significant for the pooled regression.
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Table 2: Return Beliefs – After vs. Before Exam

Date 1 Date 2 Pooled
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Exam -1.603 -1.448 -4.283∗ -4.090 -2.943∗∗ -2.943∗∗

(2.600) (2.559) (2.445) (2.493) (1.290) (1.322)

Date 2 -0.182 -0.182
(1.290) (1.322)

Const. 0.708 1.276 1.867∗ 0.802 1.665 1.596
(2.194) (5.620) (0.986) (4.433) (1.297) (4.211)

Controls no yes no yes no yes
Obs. 84 84 84 84 168 168
R2 / Pseudo 0.005 0.058 0.048 0.105 0.021 0.067
S.E. in brackets, for individual dates robust (HC1), for pooled OLS clustered at ID level.

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

4.2 Robustness of Main Results

We here address what we consider the three main concerns regarding our findings: Endoge-
nous selection into groups, group-specific exam information, and how the belief distortion
observed in our microeconomics course relates to analogous data from another course.

Selection Due to university regulations, we could not randomly assign students their exam
dates exogenously, nor incentivize them in some way. Hence, one might worry about endoge-
nous selection of students into exam dates (corresponding to our two groups), such that
it somehow generates the particular pattern observed. Though we could not think of any
plausible selection condition that would produce the rather intricate dynamic pattern of
return beliefs for both groups separately, we cannot rule out that one exists. However, in
terms of the personal characteristics that we elicited in wave 1, we find that the two groups
are balanced (see Appendix A’s Table 5 (a)), and this holds true also in terms of proxies
related to academic ability and self-control – specifically, their expected and actual exam
performance, how much they overpredict their study effort and how much they overpredict
the total number of exams they would write that semester (see Appendix A’s Table 5 (b)).
Probit regressions further confirm that none of these controls and proxies for ability and self-
control are predictive of group membership, i.e., whether a student would write the exam at
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the first or second date (see Appendix A’s Table 6).
Regarding attrition, we note that the students who dropped out of the survey over time

could reasonably be expected to experience more severe self-control problems than the stu-
dents who managed to complete all six waves. This would suggest that the observed belief
distortions about the return to study effort, based on the latter subsample, may be under-
estimated.

Exam Information While the two groups of students wrote exams on the same course,
their exams were not identical, of course. To the extent that our empirical confirmation of
the predicted drop in return beliefs (Hypothesis 1b) stems from updating from the actual
exam, group differences may arise by construction. However, information conditions were
equalized across groups as far as possible, as each exam was made available to all course
participants directly after it had been written. Moreover, we made all reasonable efforts to
keep the contents and levels of difficulty of the exam questions identical.

In addition, our later survey waves asked the participants whether they knew the contents
of the exam of the earlier date. Thus we are able to redo the corresponding regressions using
only the subsets of the respective control group that knew the relevant exam (with pooled
data). Despite the accordingly smaller number of observations – as a control group, group
2 reduces to 13 out of 24 for the first exam, while group 1 reduces to 16 out of 60 for the
second exam – the results are robust to this variation: We obtain statistically significant
estimates with the predicted sign (Exam coeff. -4.27, s.e. 1.81, without controls, and -4.50,
s.e. 1.87, with controls, both significant at the 5%-level; see Table 9 in Appendix A for the
full regression results).18

Cross-Validation with Additional Course In addition to the microeconomics course,
which we taught ourselves, the students also reported return beliefs regarding the intro-
ductory mathematics course, which most students take simultaneously to microeconomics.
There are several reasons for why the responses about the mathematics course may be less
reliable: most importantly, the survey waves were timed towards the exam dates in mi-
croeconomics, which differ from those in mathematics. Therefore, at the time of wave 3 the
students who took the first mathematics exam were already one week into the 14 days period
before the exam, and thus the timing relative to the exam is not “symmetric” across groups.
Moreover, we have no hard information regarding which mathematics exam date students
registered for or actually took, nor any grade information. Nonetheless, we use this data to

18We also confirm Hypothesis 1a for this subsample, though the corresponding Exam coefficient is only
marginally significant.
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carry out a similar analysis on the responses about the mathematics exams, and investigate
whether the belief distortion that we find regarding the microeconomics course correlates
with a potential belief distortion regarding the mathematics course.

Performing regressions analogous to those above for our main hypotheses – here with 44
group-1 students and 19 group-2 students, based on self-reports in final wave 6 – we find
some further support for both hypotheses (for the full regression details, including controls,
see Appendix A’s Tables 10 and 11). First, students that are just about to write the exam
tend to exhibit higher return beliefs than students whose exam lies in the more distant future
or in the past (i.e., for both exam dates), though this tendency is rather weak here and not
statistically significant (even for the pooled sample). Second, return beliefs of students who
have just written the exam decrease relative to their respective control group; this effect is
statistically significant for the first exam date (1%-level) as well as for the pooled sample (5%-
level). Notably, our control variables once again leave estimated treatment effects basically
unaffected.

Table 3: Link Between Micro and Math

Pre-Exam Belief Change Post-Exam Belief Change Effort Overprediction
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Bel. Change Math (Pre) 0.710∗∗ 0.743∗∗

(0.301) (0.354)
Bel. Change Math (Post) 0.522∗∗∗ 0.577∗∗∗

(0.146) (0.131)
Eff. Overpred. Math 0.622∗∗ 0.609∗∗

(0.251) (0.260)
Const. 1.938 1.555 1.712 4.167∗ 3.428 0.846

(1.772) (1.763) (1.458) (2.342) (2.156) (2.773)

Controls No Yes No Yes No Yes
Obs. 52 52 52 52 52 52
R2 / Pseudo 0.297 0.310 0.188 0.219 0.271 0.302

Robust S.E. in parentheses
Age is centered around its mean. We exclude some controls due to lack of variation.

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Most importantly, however, we find strong correlations between microeconomics and
mathematics in all three key measures related to instrumental return belief distortion to
overcome a self-control problem. These are (i) effort overprediction, as predicted effort in
the wave immediately preceding the exam minus reported effort in the wave immediately
succeeding the exam (wave 3 vs. wave 4 for group 1, and wave 5 vs. wave 6 for group 2), (ii)
“post-exam belief deflation,” as the drop in return beliefs subsequent to writing the exam
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(ri
3−ri

4 for group 1, and ri
5−ri

6 for group 2), and (iii) “pre-exam belief inflation,” as the gradual
inflation of return beliefs in the period leading up to the exam (ri

3 −ri
2 for group 1, and ri

5 −ri
4

for group 2). Table 3 presents the results of regressing each of these individual measures for
microeconomics on the same measure for mathematics, with and without control variables.
Despite the smaller sample—only 52 students out of the 84 students in our main sample took
the mathematics exam—the corresponding (partial) correlations are statistically significant,
and they are all high, well above 0.5.19 Again, including control variables hardly affects the
estimates (see Appendix A’s Table 12 for the full results). This evidence is consistent with
the argument that the fundamental reason for belief distortion in our model is a personal
trait, present bias, which has similar consequences in both courses.

4.3 Further Results

Return Beliefs and Study Effort Our return belief elicitation concerns the difference
between two hypothetical scenarios (40 vs. 20 hours of study effort). Our measure exhibits
great variance, as can be seen from Figure 3, raising the question of how strongly it relates to
actual behavior. To address this question we regress effort (expected or ex-post reported) on
the return belief measure, as well as various controls. The results show a strongly significant
positive correlation, supporting the validity of our belief measure as a basis for behavior (see
Appendix A’s Table 13).

Belief Distortions, Present Bias, and Exam Performance An intuitive but theoret-
ically not entirely straightforward hypothesis is that the amount of upwards distortion in
return beliefs increases in the degree of present bias (decreases with β). The students’ effort
overprediction provides a measure of their present bias, allowing to investigate also this hy-
pothesis. We again consider both pre-exam return inflation and post-exam return deflation
for belief distortion here, and we additionally investigate whether the same individuals who
inflate return beliefs pre-exam also deflate post-exam.

The correlation coefficients between these three measures for the pooled sample are all
positive;20 in particular, effort overprediction is positively correlated with both pre-exam
belief inflation (correlation coeff. 0.342, significant at the 1%-level) and post-exam belief
deflation (correlation coeff. 0.198, significant at the 10%-level). Moreover, there is a very high
correlation between the two measures of belief distortion (correlation coeff. 0.548, significant

19We have 29 group-1 and 9 group-2 students who took the mathematics exam at the first date. For the
second date these numbers are 7 and 7, respectively.

20We again exclude the two students (one per group) with impossible effort reports of more than 200
hours, though the findings do not hinge on that; see footnote 13.
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at the 1%-level).21

Finally, we note that if belief distortions were unrelated to self-control problems, we
would expect students with stronger present bias to perform significantly worse on the exam.
We therefore use effort overprediction as a measure of present bias and relate it to actual
exam scores. While with a negative sign, the plain correlation is close to zero, equal to
-0.083, and statistically insignificant. This is well in line with the motivational mechanism
suggested here, namely that the students’ self-control problem is at least partially resolved by
distorting return beliefs. Of course, this is only suggestive, as present bias may be correlated
with unobserved “natural” microeconomics skills.

5 Conclusion

This paper provides evidence of systematic deviations from rational expectations about the
returns to studying. A key feature of the analysis is that the test for rational expectations
works without any observation on the actual returns to studying. The violation of the mar-
tingale property is enough to conclude that rational expectations are rejected. For natural
settings such as ours, we show how to augment this basic test by a suitable control group,
in order to rule out that the effect is driven by correlated information. Thus, we provide a
method that extends its applicability.

Of course, the value of finding such a violation of rational expectations rests on the
behavioral mechanism that one desires to test (as does, in this paper, the entire empirical
design). Here, the particular dynamic pattern of beliefs is predicted by the motivational
incentives that arise with self-control problems: the importance of self-control increases as
the exam gets closer in time and vanishes after the exam, and belief deviations follow exactly
the same pattern.

The paper thereby also contributes to the literature on self control, which has mostly
focused on extrinsic commitment opportunities or intra-personal equilibrium strategies em-
ploying self-punishments and self-rewards (in a non-cooperative game between the multiple
selves with conflicting preferences). Both of the latter are effective only under a high degree
of sophistication, however, whereas empirical evidence suggests that people instead tend to
be rather näıve. This is also consistent with our sample: students significantly over-estimate
the amount of future study effort.

Our simple planner-doer model moves the sophistication to a time consistent planner, as
21Splitting the sample by group yields qualitatively similar results, though for group 1 all correlations

are weaker than for group 2 (indeed, for group 1, effort overprediction is hardly correlated with the belief
distortion measures, while the latter two remain highly and significantly correlated); and a similar picture
emerges when running regressions, including controls (see Appendix A’s Table 14).
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a way of reconciling näıveté with successful self-control. The doer has a present bias and
may well be näıve, but she is sub-consciously regulated by the planner who sophisticatedly
employs belief manipulation. The model thus also captures the notion of willpower in a very
simple and intuitive manner, namely in terms of the mental costs of such belief manipulation.

Predicting and measuring belief dynamics is a novel area of research. An important
aspect in it is how people select, process and recall information. In the presence of self-control
problems or other behavioral deviations from the standard model, the effect of information
gathering is far from obvious: for example, in our model, additional information may help
by making the planner more informed (she may have a false prior expectation) but it may
also increase her costs of distorting beliefs and thereby make self-control harder.
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Appendix

A Additional Tables

A.1 Summary Statistics and Selection Analysis

Table 4 compares the students from our main restricted sample with all others who partic-
ipated in wave 1. There are no significant differences between these two groups in terms of
gender, study program, first-time takers of the course, number of semesters of study, or age
(all except semester and year of birth are either one or zero).

Table 4: Summary Statistics – Main Sample versus Others

main others
sample in wave 1

mean sd mean sd diff t-stat
male 0.43 0.50 0.51 0.50 0.08 (1.13)
economics 0.45 0.50 0.34 0.48 -0.11 (-1.68)
business 0.44 0.50 0.52 0.50 0.07 (1.07)
other program 0.11 0.31 0.15 0.35 0.04 (0.82)
first time micro 0.79 0.41 0.75 0.43 -0.03 (-0.54)
semester 1.90 1.48 2.22 2.11 0.31 (1.18)
year of birth 1993.99 3.18 1993.14 4.13 -0.85 (-1.60)
Observations 84 130 214

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 5 (a) shows that there are also no significant differences in these background char-
acteristics between groups 1 and 2.22 The table’s second panel (b) compares the two groups
by exam score (percentage of points achieved), expected exam score at wave 1 as well as
at the respective pre-exam wave, expected effort pre-exam minus reported effort post-exam
(effort “overprediction;” pre-exam is wave 3 for group 1 and wave 5 for group 2, post-exam
is the wave immediately thereafter in each case), and initially (as of wave 1) expected to-
tal number of course exams that would be written that semester minus ultimately reported
number (as of wave 6). Again, groups appear indistinguishable, including even in terms of
actual exam scores.23

We use Probit regression analysis to further examine selection into the first or second
22Regressing a group-1 dummy on background characteristics results in failure of significance of the F-

statistic, indicating that our observable background characteristics cannot jointly explain selection into these
groups.

23Grading exams was done by class tutors who were not involved in this research.
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Table 5: Summary Statistics by Treatment Group

(a)

group 1 group 2
mean sd mean sd diff t-stat

male 0.45 0.50 0.38 0.49 -0.07 (-0.63)
economics 0.43 0.50 0.50 0.51 0.07 (0.54)
business 0.45 0.50 0.42 0.50 -0.03 (-0.27)
other program 0.12 0.32 0.08 0.28 -0.03 (-0.47)
first time micro 0.77 0.43 0.83 0.38 0.07 (0.70)
semester 1.98 1.47 1.71 1.52 -0.27 (-0.76)
year of birth 1993.75 3.11 1994.58 3.36 0.83 (1.09)
Observations 60 24 84

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
(b)

group 1 group 2
mean sd mean sd diff t-stat

achieved points (in %) 58.94 18.55 57.63 18.51 -1.31 (-0.29)
exp. result (wave 1) 72.03 11.53 69.96 11.56 -2.08 (-0.73)
exp. result (pre-exam) 67.12 14.63 67.22 14.01 0.10 (0.03)
effort overprediction 4.56 17.35 5.34 21.05 0.79 (0.17)
exam overprediction 0.24 1.28 0.30 1.15 0.07 (0.22)
Observations 59 23 82

Removed one observation per group with unrealistic effort reports (> 200 hours).
Exam overprediction corresponds to the difference in the number of planned (wave 1)
and written (wave 6) exams. Effort overprediction is defined as the difference between

expected effort in the pre-exam and post-exam wave.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

exam date, i.e., group; in particular, whether it depends on proxies of unobservable charac-
teristics, such as ability or self-control. The actual exam score is a direct measure of ability,
whereas expectations about future exam performance reflect beliefs about own ability (under
standard assumptions). The difference between ex-ante expected and ex-post reported effort,
and that between the ex-ante expected and ex-post reported total number of course exams
written measure self-control. Our Probit regression results in Table 6 confirm that students’
choice of exam date (group membership) is independent of background characteristics and
these proxies.24

24The Probit results are robust to excluding the two observations with unrealistic effort reports.
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Table 6: Probit Regressions

Probit (Dep. Var.: Group 2) Marginal Effects
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Exp. Result W1 -0.019 -0.018 -0.026 -0.006 -0.006 -0.008
(0.016) (0.016) (0.018) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)

Exp. Res. Pre-Exam 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.004 0.003 0.003
(0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Points 0.000 -0.001 -0.004 0.000 -0.000 -0.001
(0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)

Effort Overpred. -0.003 -0.003 -0.003 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)

Exam Overpred. 0.028 0.012 0.061 0.009 0.004 0.020
(0.117) (0.119) (0.132) (0.040) (0.040) (0.043)

Const. 0.053 -0.572*** 0.040 1.665
(0.895) (0.149) (0.911) (2.229)

Controls no no no yes no no no yes
Obs. 84 84 84 84 84 84 84 84
R2 / Pseudo 0.013 0.005 0.015 0.046

Robust S.E. in parentheses.
Marginal Effects are calculated as the average of the marginal effects at each observation.

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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A.2 Main Hypotheses

Figure 4 shows box plots of return beliefs over exam groups and waves 2-6. The upper hinge
of each box represents the 75th percentile, the lower hinge the 25th percentile, and the line
the median.
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Here we show the full regression tables, including various control variables, underlying
Tables 1 and 2 in the main text, in Tables 7 and 8, respectively.

Table 7: Return Beliefs

Date 1 Date 2 Pooled
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Exam 2.342 1.772 3.633 3.958 2.987∗∗ 2.988∗∗

(1.753) (1.861) (2.569) (2.680) (1.265) (1.296)
Date 2 -0.113 -0.113

(1.265) (1.296)
Female 3.639 -0.537 1.438

(2.517) (2.280) (1.877)
Semester 1.366∗ 0.932 1.155

(0.765) (1.132) (0.870)
First Micro 2.956 1.829 2.424

(2.924) (2.885) (2.626)
Econ 2.800 6.055 4.562

(3.292) (3.927) (3.198)
Business 2.866 5.373∗ 4.218

(3.134) (2.958) (2.581)
Age -0.244 0.425 0.073

(0.356) (0.453) (0.374)
Exp. Result 0.168 0.013 0.083

(0.123) (0.105) (0.083)
Exp. Effort 0.013 0.021 0.017

(0.030) (0.033) (0.027)
Const. 15.708∗∗∗ 6.496 14.950∗∗∗ 6.953 15.247∗∗∗ 6.406

(1.332) (4.392) (1.292) (4.648) (1.235) (4.001)

Obs. 84 84 84 84 168 168
R2 / Pseudo 0.017 0.142 0.026 0.071 0.027 0.075
Age, Expected Effort (wave 1) and Expected Result (wave 1) are centered around their means.

S.E. in brackets, for Date 1 and 2 robust (HC1), for pooled OLS clustered at ID level.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 8: Return Beliefs – After vs. Before Exam

Date 1 Date 2 Pooled
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Exam -1.603 -1.448 -4.283∗ -4.090 -2.943∗∗ -2.943∗∗

(2.600) (2.559) (2.445) (2.493) (1.290) (1.322)
Date 2 -0.182 -0.182

(1.290) (1.322)
Female 0.596 3.858∗ 2.364

(2.877) (2.181) (1.724)
Semester -0.644 -0.182 -0.420

(0.906) (0.931) (0.789)
First Micro 1.946 2.427 2.148

(4.027) (2.671) (2.361)
Econ -1.516 -2.197 -2.019

(3.483) (3.290) (2.770)
Business -0.474 -2.646 -1.679

(3.373) (2.322) (2.109)
Age 0.014 -0.009 0.024

(0.340) (0.265) (0.216)
Exp. Result -0.112 -0.016 -0.054

(0.131) (0.091) (0.069)
Exp. Effort 0.077 0.030 0.054∗

(0.053) (0.032) (0.029)
Const. 0.708 1.276 1.867∗ 0.802 1.665 1.596

(2.194) (5.620) (0.986) (4.433) (1.297) (4.211)

Obs. 84 84 84 84 168 168
R2 / Pseudo 0.005 0.058 0.048 0.105 0.021 0.067
Age, Expected Effort (wave 1) and Expected Result (wave 1) are centered around their means.

S.E. in brackets, for individual dates robust (HC1), for pooled OLS clustered at ID level.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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A.3 Robustness of Main Results

Table 9 shows the full regression results for the robustness check concerning exam informa-
tion.

Table 9: Regressions for Information Sample

Return Beliefs After vs. Before Exam
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Exam 2.788* 2.642 -4.276** -4.502**
(1.579) (1.755) (1.805) (1.874)

Date 2 -0.262 -0.172 -1.093 -1.228
(1.717) (1.822) (2.019) (2.101)

Female 2.113 2.172
(2.315) (2.325)

Semester 0.778 0.034
(0.789) (0.822)

First Micro 2.022 2.187
(3.174) (2.920)

Econ 4.008 -0.550
(3.086) (2.586)

Business 3.713 -0.948
(2.973) (2.593)

Age -0.021 -0.033
(0.399) (0.254)

Exp. Result 0.151 -0.080
(0.108) (0.106)

Exp. Effort 0.017 0.068∗

(0.032) (0.041)
Const. 15.489*** 7.743* 3.258** 1.701

(1.646) (4.520) (1.645) (4.575)

Obs. 113 113 113 113
R2 / Pseudo 0.020 0.096 0.034 0.084

Age, Expected Effort (wave 1) and Expected Result (wave 1)
are centered around their means.

S.E. in brackets are clustered at ID level.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Tables 10 and 11 present the full regression results regarding our two main hypotheses for
the data on the introductory mathematics course. Table 12 presents the full regression results
linking belief distortion in microeconomics and in mathematics, extending Table 3 from the
main body of the paper; due to the particular smaller subsample, we had to exclude even
some of controls that are not course-specific (all 52 students in the sample are in economics
or business, 51 of them take the microeconomics exam for the first time, and 50 of them are
in their first semester of study).

Table 10: Return Beliefs – Math

Date 1 Date 2 Pooled
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Exam 1.853 2.294 1.193 0.334 1.523 1.523
(2.321) (2.119) (2.296) (1.927) (1.153) (1.182)

Date 2 0.477 0.477
(1.153) (1.182)

Female 3.799 1.686 2.647∗

(2.404) (2.005) (1.591)
Semester 2.797∗∗ 1.027 1.833∗∗∗

(1.348) (1.143) (0.669)
Econ -1.035 -0.347 -0.776

(2.124) (2.092) (1.724)
Age 0.099 0.084 0.081

(0.547) (0.361) (0.370)
Exp. Result 0.105 -0.102 0.007

(0.102) (0.097) (0.072)
Exp. Effort 0.122∗∗ 0.158∗∗∗ 0.141∗∗∗

(0.050) (0.043) (0.034)
Const. 14.579∗∗∗ 9.650∗∗∗ 15.386∗∗∗ 14.188∗∗∗ 14.810∗∗∗ 11.914∗∗∗

(1.717) (2.985) (1.640) (2.224) (1.391) (1.943)

Obs. 63 63 63 63 126 126
R2 / Pseudo 0.008 0.171 0.003 0.193 0.005 0.161

Age, Expected Effort (wave 1) and Expected Result (wave 1) are centered around their means.
We reduce the standard set of controls due to lack of variation.

S.E. in brackets, for Date 1 and 2 robust (HC1), for pooled OLS clustered at ID level.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 11: Return Beliefs – After vs. Before Exam – Math

Date 1 Date 2 Pooled
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Exam -5.316∗∗ -5.459∗∗ -1.279 -1.581 -3.297∗∗ -3.297∗

(2.281) (2.302) (2.055) (2.055) (1.672) (1.714)
Date 2 -0.229 -0.229

(1.672) (1.714)
Female -5.223∗∗ -1.311 -3.078∗∗

(2.318) (2.100) (1.369)
Semester -2.369 2.861∗ 0.401

(1.575) (1.592) (1.095)
Econ 0.501 -2.017 -0.589

(2.327) (1.958) (1.489)
Age 0.255 0.207 0.252

(0.468) (0.361) (0.238)
Exp. Result -0.161 -0.096 -0.140∗∗∗

(0.108) (0.080) (0.050)
Exp. Effort -0.011 -0.093∗∗ -0.053∗

(0.043) (0.039) (0.028)
Const. 5.316∗∗∗ 11.008∗∗∗ 3.068∗∗ 1.907 3.906∗∗ 5.792∗∗∗

(1.761) (3.213) (1.266) (2.648) (1.538) (2.105)

Obs. 63 63 63 63 126 126
R2 / Pseudo 0.069 0.169 0.006 0.115 0.035 0.093
Age, Expected Effort (wave 1) and Expected Result (wave 1) are centered around their means.

We reduce the standard set of controls due to lack of variation.
S.E. in brackets, for individual dates robust (HC1), for pooled OLS clustered at ID level.

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 12: Link Between Micro and Math

Pre-Exam Belief Change Post-Exam Belief Change Effort Overprediction
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Bel. Change Math (Pre) 0.710∗∗ 0.743∗∗

(0.301) (0.354)
Bel. Change Math (Post) 0.522∗∗∗ 0.577∗∗∗

(0.146) (0.131)
Eff. Overpred. Math 0.622∗∗ 0.609∗∗

(0.251) (0.260)
Female -1.811 -4.177 -1.622

(2.534) (3.085) (4.014)
Econ 1.814 -0.792 3.890

(3.978) (2.904) (3.891)
Age -0.113 0.146 -0.746

(0.333) (0.492) (0.631)
Const. 1.938 1.555 1.712 4.167∗ 3.428 0.846

(1.772) (1.763) (1.458) (2.342) (2.156) (2.773)

Obs. 52 52 52 52 52 52
R2 / Pseudo 0.297 0.310 0.188 0.219 0.271 0.302

Age is centered around its mean. We reduce the standard set of controls due to lack of variation.
Robust S.E. in parentheses

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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A.4 Further Results

In Table 13, columns 1–3, we report regressions of expected effort (resp., ex-post reported
effort) during the 14 days before the exam on return beliefs, where we pool all five waves
for which we have data. We find our measure of expected returns economically validated:
Students who believe the returns to studying to be higher, according to the hypothetical
scenario of our survey question, also expect to study more (resp., report to have studied
more).

The first column’s regression includes only a group dummy indicating when the student
wrote the exam and our standard set of controls, the second column’s regression adds a
variable indicating self-reported importance of the grade for one’s career (ranging from 1
for unimportant to 6 for very important), and the third column’s regression adds wave
dummies (omitting wave 2).25 In column 4, we drop all observations from waves 2 to 5: The
positive statistical relation between effort and expected returns holds when using ex-post
exam measures only (wave 6); though it is not statistically significant with this smaller set
of observations, this turns out to be due to including control variables;26 in a regression
without controls, it remains statistically significant (coeff. 0.416, S.E. 0.198, p<0.035).

Table 14 shows full regression results for the correlations between effort overprediction,
as a measure of present bias (assuming similar näıveté), pre-exam return belief inflation and
post-exam return belief deflation. It shows these are all positively correlated, while only
the positive correlation between the latter two measures of belief distortion is statistically
significant, and it is so at the 1%-level.

25We exclude two students’ observations here, which were extreme outliers, as explained in footnote 13.
Including them has essentially no effect, except for marginally increasing the standard errors on the estimated
return coefficient.

26The only significant control variable here is gender: Women expect to study and report to have studied
almost 8 hours more than men (coeff. 7.78, S.E. 3.851, p<0.05).
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Table 13: Return Belief Measure and Behavior

Dep. Var.: Expected or Ex-Post Reported Effort
Ordinary Least Squares

Waves 2-6 (pooled) Wave 6 only

Exp. Return 0.354*** 0.343*** 0.337** 0.268
[0.131] [0.132] [0.132] [0.209]

Group 2 3.075 2.832 2.824 0.949
[2.849] [2.793] [2.808] [3.741]

Importance 0.603 0.619 1.507
[1.098] [1.117] [1.509]

Wave 3 3.999***
[1.372]

Wave 4 0.858
[2.218]

Wave 5 0.719
[2.123]

Wave 6 -1.910
[2.010]

Const. 28.232*** 26.311*** 25.595*** 17.367***
[8.278] [9.539] [9.972] [11.086]

Controls yes yes yes yes
Obs. 410 410 410 82
R2 0.114 0.116 0.128 0.127

Age is centered around its mean.
Robust/ID-clustered S.E. in brackets. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Table 14: Return Belief Changes and Effort Overprediction

Dep. Variable: Post-Exam Belief Change
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Effort Overprediction 0.117 0.100
(0.101) (0.100)

Pre-Exam Belief Change 0.563∗∗∗ 0.552∗∗∗

(0.062) (0.057)
Group 2 1.560 1.437 0.288 0.002

(2.537) (2.633) (1.820) (1.963)
Female -1.517 -1.689

(3.168) (3.008)
Semester -0.110 -0.211

(0.948) (0.719)
First Micro -1.340 -0.581

(4.434) (4.226)
Econ 1.079 1.443

(3.387) (2.946)
Business 0.853 0.054

(3.477) (3.162)
Age 0.116 0.101

(0.394) (0.316)
Exp. Result 0.057 0.012

(0.131) (0.117)
Exp. Effort -0.076* -0.055

(0.046) (0.043)
Const. 0.291 1.296 0.501 1.460

(1.541) (5.737) (1.342) (5.067)

Obs. 82 82 82 82
R2 / Pseudo 0.043 0.083 0.300 0.330

Removed two observations with unrealistic reports.
Robust S.E. in parentheses.

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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B Panel and Sample Description

This appendix describes the dataset in detail – first its main component, the dynamic online
survey, then the additional administrative data. Based on this description, we make explicit
how we define our main sample.

B.1 Survey Panel

We conducted our survey in six waves, starting in December 2015 and ending in May 2016.
Participants were informed (and also reminded) of each wave in advance through the online
course portal, and sent an individual link via email for each wave. Upon opening the link they
could respond online to the survey questions (e.g., using a smartphone). Failure to respond
to a given wave meant dropping out from the survey (i.e., from all subsequent waves). All
responses remained and still remain anonymous. Moreover, we had no access to any of this
data until all grades had been finalized (except for the tertiles of expected study effort in
wave 1, so we could construct our hypothetical scenarios). Table 15 gives an overview of what
information we gathered when, and from how many participants. We invited participants to
collect their payment for completion of the survey on May 3 and May 4, 2016. This payment
consisted of 10 Euros in cash, plus a 1:7 chance of winning an Amazon voucher worth 100
Euros. This lottery was resolved on May 2, 2016.

Figure 5 provides a screenshot of our main question (in its original German version)
regarding return beliefs, described in Section 3.1.

Figure 5: Screenshot of Main Question

B.2 Course and Exam Organization, and Administrative Data

Below we provide information regarding course and exam organization:

• Examination periods and dates: Following the end of classroom teaching, there are
two examination periods, and every course is examined once in each period. Each
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Table 15: Survey Panel

Wave 1 Wave 2 Wave 3 Wave 4 Wave 5 Wave 6
Wave Start Date Dec. 9 Jan. 26 Feb. 7 Mar. 8 Mar. 27 Apr. 26
Wave End Date Dec. 23 Jan. 29 Feb. 10 Mar. 13 Apr. 1 May. 1
# Observations 214 175 149 141 127 118
Response Times X X X X X X
Gender (f/m) X
Age (y. & m. of birth) X
Survey Info (lec., TA, online, stud.) X
Study Prog. (econ., bus., edu., other) X
# Semesters of Study X
First Timer (y/n)** X
Take Maths (y/n) X
Exam Date (1, 2, neither)** X X X X X X
Confident in Exam Date (y/n)** X
# Exams This Semester X X X X X X
# First Exams This Semester X X X X X X
Career Importance of Grade (1-6)** X X X X X X
Exp. Effort (hs 14 days prior)** X X X X X X
Exp. Performance (% score)** X X X X X X
Exp. Performance with 20 hs Effort** X X X X X
Exp. Performance with 40 hs Effort** X X X X X
Know First Exam (y/n) X X X
Know Second Exam (y/n) X
Harder Exam (1st, 2nd, neither, no op.) X
Patience* (1-10) X
Risk Tolerance* (1-10) X
Time-Consistency* (1-10) X

* We adopted the patience and risk tolerance measures from the preference module of Falk et al. (2016),
and we added our own similarly formulated item on time-consistency, namely “Do you generally keep your
resolutions?”
** This was also asked about a parallel mathematics course for which the two exam dates were February
16 and April 13; we have no hard data on this course whatsoever, in particular no registrations from the
examination office or exam scores.

examination period lasts for two weeks. In our case the first ended on February 26,
and the second on April 15.

• Exam registration and regulations: Students could register from January 1 through
January 25. Any student not registered for either of the exam dates after this period
could not take the course’s exam. Registered students could withdraw from their exam
until three working days prior to it, and then could not take the course’s exam (at either
date). Students registered for the first exam who either supplied a sick note to the
examination office for this date or failed the exam could register and then take the
second exam.
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• Microeconomics exam: The exam dates for our Microeconomics I course were February
23 (between waves 3 and 4) and April 15 (between waves 5 and 6). We published the
first exam in the online course portal on March 4 (between the exam and wave 4) and
the second on April 21 (between the exam and wave 6). Solutions were never provided.
We released the grades for the first exam on March 17 (between waves 4 and 5) and
offered exam inspection—a requirement for every exam—on April 6 (between waves
5 and 6). Release of the grades for the second exam and exam inspection took place
only after the end of the survey.

The following data from the examination office were anonymously matched with our
survey data. (Only for the microeconomics course; we had no access to official data for the
mathematics course.)

• Exam registrations as of Feb. 9 (1 or 2 or missing).

• Exam registration lists for each exam date, as of a few days prior (in or out).

• Point scores for each exam date (0-90).

B.3 Sample Definition

Our two groups are defined as follows.

• Group 1:

– Completed the entire survey (all six waves).

– Took the exam at the first date, and not at the second date.

– Registered for the first exam with the examination office as of Feb. 9, or else
were one of the two students not registered for either exam date as of Feb. 9, but
nonetheless on the registration list for the first exam.

• Group 2:

– Completed the entire survey (all six waves).

– Took the exam at the second date, and not at the first date.

– Registered for the second exam with the examination office as of Feb. 9, or else
were one of the two students registered for the first exam date as of Feb. 9, but
already in wave 3, which took place before Feb. 9, reported in our survey that
they would take the exam at the second date.
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B.4 Data Protection Concepts

B.4.1 Data protection letter sent to the university administration

We would like to carry out a study of studying behavior with the students in
Microeconomics I. We are interested in the students’ responses regarding their
planned study effort and their expectations regarding grades (please find attached
the survey questions). Additionally, we will collect background information as is
usual in such surveys (e.g., gender and age).

Participation in the study is voluntary. We commit ourselves to not having any
access to the data until all grading is officially finalized. Data will be externally
collected and stored by our student assistant Felix Bönisch, and he will make
them accessible to us after the final grading. The survey responses can therefore
neither affect the design nor the grading of exams.

After grades have been officially awarded, we plan to match the survey data
with the respondents’ grades in an anonymized manner. To this end, we will
use an encryption method that, at no point in time, allows to identify grades
and survey responses with the corresponding students—neither by Mr Bönisch
nor by us. The encrypted matching of the data works as follows: we will send
Felix Bönisch a list assigning each student number a key, where different student
numbers are assigned the same key—based on “equivalent” grades—, and Mr
Bönisch will then send the list back to us such that student numbers are replaced
with the corresponding survey answers. Hence, these responses cannot be linked
to student numbers.

Finally, we would like to stress that the careful handling of data protection issues
is in our own best interest. Only by doing so can we obtain a large number of
participants and credible survey answers, which is essential for the quality of our
research.

Prof. Georg Weizsäcker, Sebastian Schweighofer-Kodritsch and Tobias König;
Berlin, December 4, 2015

B.4.2 Data protection announcement to participants

Dear students,

Thank you very much for your willingness to participate in this survey. Your sin-
cere responses will make an important contribution to human behavioral research.
This is to assure you that your responses are anonymous. Our procedure has been
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approved by the School of Business and Economics of Humboldt-Universität zu
Berlin, and, moreover, your anonymity is also in our best interest for the quality
of our research.

1. During the entire survey period, i.e., until all grades have been finalized,
none of the researchers involved will have access to the data collected. Un-
til then, these will be externally collected and stored. This rules out any
influence of participants’ survey responses on exam design and grading.

2. The questions that we will ask you are innocuous. Apart from background
information commonly asked in surveys, they relate to your expectations
and your study behavior.

3. The use of an encryption mechanism in the data transmission (as mentioned
in item 1, this will take place only after grades have been finalized) guaran-
tees that grades and survey responses can never be identified with a survey
participant.

In case you have any questions about the details of the study, you can reach us at
any time via email to mikro.umfrage@gmail.com, where we are happy to respond
as quickly as possible.

Kind regards,
Prof. Georg Weizsäcker.
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